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Introduction

Purpose of this document
This document explains the steps involved in ordering animals and
performing other animal management functions in the eAnimal Ordering
System (eAO), a web based animal ordering and management system
developed by Key Solutions Inc.
Intended Audience
This document is meant to assist Investigators (animal research
personnel listed on IACUC animal protocols in the eProtocol system) who
will need to use the eAO system.
Scope Statement
Once the IACUC committee approves a protocol, Investigators can
proceed to purchase animals that will be used to perform the research
studies as described in the protocol. This document explains the various
steps required to order and manage animals in the online eAO system.
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Tips for Success in eAO

Use a recommended Browser
For Windows, use Explorer 8 (or newer)
For Apple, use Safari
Allow pop-up windows
Pop-up blocking software prevents the eAO application from opening
certain windows. You will need to make sure that your browser has all
pop-up blocking software disabled while using eAO.
Avoid using your browser’s BACK button.
Instead, use the menus and links within the application to navigate.
SAVE frequently
eAO will time out after one hour of inactivity. Only actions that cause the
page to refresh or reload (such as saving or navigating to a new section)
are indications to the system that your session is active.
Be Patient
Some processes can take a minute to run. Although data is loading, your
browser may not indicate activity.
Sign out when completed.
To protect your private information, always log off and shut down your
browser completely when you are finished using eAO.
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Animal Ordering in the new eAO - Lab Animal Management System
(LAMS)
Definitions
Protocol ID

An identification number assigned by eProtocol Management
System to a protocol when it is approved by the IACUC.
Requisition
An electronic document submitted by the Investigator when
ordering animals, giving detailed specifications and preferences.
Purchase Order
An electronic document generated by the ARC Procurement Staff
when ordering the animals requested by the Investigator.
Receipt
An electronic document auto generated by the system when
animals are noted to have arrived by the ARC Staff.
Cage Card
An electronic document generated by the eAO system for
attaching to a cage. The cage card contains details regarding the
animals in the cage and their associated IACUC protocol.
Cage Code
A unique number and bar code assigned to a cage for
identification purposes.
Cage Transfer
Transfer of some or all of the animals from one cage to another
cage.
Animal Transfer
Transfer of animals from one protocol, room, or Investigator to
another.
Investigator
All people that are listed on the animal protocol. This includes:
Principal Investigator, Co-Principal Investigator, Administrative
Contact, Other Submitter and Other Personnel. Any Investigator
can begin an animal requisition and save it in the system as a
draft, but only Authorized Investigators can submit the
requisition to the ARC for processing.
Principal Investigator A principal investigator (PI) is the lead scientist for a particular
IACUC protocol who takes direct responsibility for all aspects of
animal care and use.
Authorized Investigator The four categories of personnel in the eProtocol system that
have the ability to modify animal protocols and formally submit
them to the IACUC. These same four categories of people have
the ability to formally submit animal requisitions for ARC
processing. People listed as “Other Personnel” in an animal
protocol can begin and save animal requisitions but they must by
then submitted by an Authorized Investigator to complete the
order.
Responsible Person
The Investigator that will be the primary lab contact responsible
for the animals that are being ordered.
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Acronyms
APP QTY
DFA
LAMS
PCC
PI
PMS
PS
RP

Approved Quantity
Department Financial Administrator
Lab Animal Management System
Print Cage Cards
Principal Investigator
eProtocol - Protocol Management System
Procurement Staff
Responsible Person
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Logging in to eAO
Web Address:
https://spike.orsc.utexas.edu/eao/
Enter your User ID and Password
Click Login, or press Enter. The Investigator home page is displayed.

You are directed to the Home page after login. Investigators can go to home page at
any stage by clicking on “Investigator” in the drop-down eAnimal Ordering menu at
the top of the page.
NOTE: In order to make your screen more manageable, there is a button with double
arrows on the far right side of the title bar for each section on the home page. This
button can be clicked to toggle the display setting to show or hide the protocols in
each section. Make sure the arrows are pointing DOWN when you are looking for a
protocol or requisition on your home page.
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Retrieve Protocols
This function only needs to be used if an approved protocol for which you wish to
order animals is not listed in the Available Protocols section of your Home page after
login. Usually, the only protocols that need to be retrieved are those that have very
recently been approved.
From the eAnimal Ordering drop down menu, select Investigator, then select Get
Approved Protocols. This triggers the system to refresh the list of Available Protocols.
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Update Protocol Funding Details
Before ordering animals on a protocol, account information must be added. After an
approved protocol is imported from eProtocol ‘Protocol Management System’ (PMS)
and shows in the Available Protocols listing, you can add add funding details.
From the eAnimal Ordering home page, you will see ‘action required’, ‘in progress’
and ‘available protocols’.
Click on the blue hyperlink for the protocol that needs updated funding in the
Available Protocols section.
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On the screen that includes Protocol Details you are able to add or update personnel
and funding information. To update the funding, click on the Funding Details tab.
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This will take you to the account information for this protocol. If the account wanted
is not listed, it will need to be added.
Click on Add button to add a new account.
This will generate a pop up window with account information.

Enter the account information associated with this protocol. Click on the calendar icon
next to the expiration date to enter the actual expiration date and click Save.
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CREATING AND SUBMITTING AN ANIMAL
ORDER/REQUISITION
Before placing an order, make sure the accounts for this protocol are updated in the
eAO system (refer to page 6)
From the eOA Investigator home page choose the protocol in which you want to order
animals on by clicking the corresponding blue hyperlink.
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Check the box next to the species you wish to place an order for and then click on
Create Requisition. Alternatively, to preload the information from a previous
requisition, select the species by using the checkbox and then click Clone.
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The Requisition page will display an auto-generated document number (Doc #) for
each requisition. This will be the tracking number for the particular animal order and
should be included in any correspondence sent to the ARC regarding an order.
Click on the Species / Strain blue hyperlink to begin the process of entering animal
order information.
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The Requisitioned Species Details page will open up with some automated fields that
are pulled from the protocol.
Fields marked with a red asterisk. (*) are required fields, along with: strain, gender,
age and weight.
1.

You will need to enter / update the strain, gender, age OR weight,
age/weight unit.

2.

Enter the date of birth, only if you want a SPECIFIC DOB.

3.

The USDA pain category is usually auto filled, but if it is blank or
incorrect, choose the appropriate category based on what will be done
with the animals. The pain category is listed in the Procedure Details of
the IACUC eProtocol. If an animal is used for multiple procedures, choose
the HIGHEST pain category that applies.

4.

IF you are requesting a pregnant animal, check the Pregnant box and
enter the quantity of pregnant females required. You can then enter the
number of offspring per litter expected. If you will euthanize the
pregnant female before it gives birth, the # of offspring should be
entered is “1”. If the female will give birth, enter N +1 , where N = the
average expected litter size for the species and strain. If unknown, use a
litter size of 8 for mice and rats. If a pregnant pair is requested and the
male breeder is to be included, then you should enter the # of offspring
as N + 2 to account for the female and the male.
a. The ‘Description field’ is to assist the vendor in animal specifications.
b. ‘Notes to Vendor’ is to request wean dates, surgeries, etc.
c. ‘Special Request for Husbandry’ is to notify the ARC staff of special
housing needs, pair housing, nylabone, special feed, etc…

5.

Next you will see the total number of animals approved for this protocol
and the balance of animals that are still available on this protocol, based
on what has already been ordered. Enter the number of requested
animals for this order. NOTE: If you checked ‘Pregnant’ this field is auto
generated based on the breeder and litter information entered in step 4.

6.

‘Number of Cages’ Enter the number of cages in which the requested
animals should be housed. If single housing is required, the number of
cages should equal the number of animals. For group housing, the
number of cages will be fewer, for example, requesting 2 cages for 10
mice housed in groups of five. The maximum density for rats, hamsters,
and gerbils is three adults per cage. The maximum for mice is five adults
per cage (The maximum is not recommended for male rodents unless
they are known to be compatible)
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7.

IF you are requesting a recurring order click ‘yes’ and enter the dates to
start & end and the frequency of delivery.

8.

Select the Preferred Vendor.

9.

IF ordering from another institution rather than a commercial vendor,
click on ‘other’ under the ‘preferred vendor’ and enter the name in the
box that is created on the right. When ordering animals from
noncommercial sources, consult the “FAQs - Importing Special Rodent
Strains” guidance which can be found on the ARC Policies and
Procedures web page at https://research.utexas.edu/arc/policies-andprocedures/ . NOTE: Special approval from the Director is required for
noncommercial imports, and in many cases quarantine will be required.

10.

The next section is housing. The Campus default is UTA. Select the
building and room number the animals will be housed.
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The next section designates how you will pay for the purchase and per diem charges.
Purchase Account is the university account number to which you would like to charge
the purchase of the animals. Click on the look up icon
and choose the account(s)
you want to use to purchase the animals. You can specify that costs be spread across
multiple accounts by selecting two or more accounts and then entering the
percentage (e.g. 100%, 25%, 87%) of the charges to be paid from each account. The
total percentages must equal 100%, so a 100 must be entered into the Percentage
column if a single account is used. Click Save

Perdiem Account is the university account number to which you would like to charge
the animal daily care charges (per diem rates). Click on the look up icon
and
choose the account you want to use for per diems. If no account is presented, go to
the funding instructions. Then enter the percentage (100%, 25%, 87%) of the amount
to be paid from each account percentages must equal 100%). Click Save

Scroll to the top of the page and click OK
This takes you back to the Requisition-requested species page.
It is possible to include multiple line items on a single requisition, and this is the
purpose for the three buttons to the right of the Requested Species header. The Add
Species button can be used to add another line item to the requisition. The Clone
button can be used to duplicate a line item already listed, and the Delete Species can
be used to remove a line item from the requisition.
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NOTE: Although the system may allow multiple species to be entered into a
requisition if more than one species is listed in the animal protocol. However, please
DO NOT prepare or submit an eAO requisition that includes more than one species.
This would result in unnecessary complexity that could lead to confusion and
possible errors as animals are ordered, labeled with cage cards and housed in the
facility.
If the Responsible Person (RP) fields are not filled in correctly, do so now. The order
will not be submitted if one is left blank.
Select the person that will be responsible for the animals and add or correct the
phone number and email address contact information.
Once you are sure the order is correct, click on Submit to ARC. At that point, the
requisition will move to the “In Progress” section of the home page, and the ARC
purchasing staff will begin processing.
If Other Personnel submits the requisition, the event changes to ‘Submitted for
Approval’ and the requisition will move to the “Action Required” section of the home
page.
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Approve and Submit Requisition Created by Other Personnel
The four eProtocol roles considered as Authorized Investigators (PI, co-PI,
Adminstrative Contact and Other Submitter) can create and submit animal
requistions. However, although persons that are listed in the Other Personnel section
of an IACUC protocol can create a requisition and save it in the system, they can not
complete the full process and submit the requistion to the ARC Purchasing staff. After
using the Submit function, these individuals will need to notify an Authorized
Investigator for that protocol that there is an order saved in the system for final
laboratory approval. The system does generate an email explaining that a requisition
is awaiting further action. The requisition will be displayed in the Action Required
section of the home page and labeled as ‘Requisition In Preparation’. Once the
requisition has been submitted to the ARC for approval by an Authorized Investigator,
it will be displayed as ‘Submitted for Approval’.
If Other Personnel submits the requisition, the event changes to ‘Submitted for
Approval’.
Once Other Personnel create the requisition, it is displayed on the home pages of all
the Investigators. You can act on the requisition created by other personnel even
before it is submitted. The requisition that is in preparation state is displayed in
Action Required section of your Home page with event and status as ‘Requisition in
Preparation’ and ‘In Preparation’

The animal order pending approval will be highlighted yellow. Click on the
documents ID. Requested Species page is displayed.
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Click on the Species to verify the order.
Once you have verified the order is correct, click OK.

Make sure the Responsible person, phone number and email are correct before
clicking on SUBMIT TO ARC. At that point, the requisition will move to the “In
Progress” section of the home page, and the ARC purchasing staff will begin
processing.
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